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The which hunt

The precise votes which Nixon
made in the House favoring the
group on tax laws, on housing, on
maritime and air subsidies, and the
like, were never revealed . . .
(Page 344) .

An alert for scriveners
by Alfred F. Conard
The which hunt is on again.
The tallyho has been uttered by
William Safire, who now contributes to rhetoric the same certitude
that he has long given to political
punditry. He has recently promulgated an unconditional
prohibition of whiches as subjects
of defining clauses (New York
Times Magazin e, February 27,
1983, p . 20) . One must not say,
even if one believes it, "The proposed statute which would forbid
abortion should be aborted ." If
that is what one believes, one
must say, "The proposed statute
that would forbid abortion should
be aborted. "
If we heed Safire, we will
quickly distinguish our prose
from that of authors whom we
formerly considered distinguished. Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Jr. , notwithstanding his
proper family background and
Harvard education, persistently
opened defining clauses with
which. The following passages are
from his greatest scholarly work,
The Common Law (1881; emphasis
supplied).

s

Now let us tum for a moment to
the Teutonic side. The Salic Law
embodies usages which in all probability are of too early a date to have
been influenced by Rome or the Old
Testament. (Page 17) .

But times have changed since
1881, when The Common Law was
published . How would a modem
judge, one who prides himself
on colloquial directness, deal with
whiches? I noted the following
passages in William 0 . Douglas's
The Court Years (1980) .
Finally, in 1968, the Court accepted
the view w hich had been rejected in
Debs ... (Page 160) .
In 1970, for example, Congress
defeated a law which would have
increased the cutting of timber on
public lands . (Page 167) .

Whiches also haunt congressional pronouncements, even
when preeminent academicians
are looking over the shoulders of
the draftsmen. The committee
report that explained the law
establishing the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities
wrote in these terms:
Section 3 . Definitions
This section defines the following
terms for the purposes of the act:
"Humanities" includes, but is not
limited to, the study of the following :
Language, both modem and classic,
~~ linguistics; literature, history,
iunsprudence, and philosophy;
archeology; the history, criticism,
theory, and practice of the arts; and
those aspects of the social sciences
which have humanistic content and
employ humanistic methods ....
" Production" means plays (with or
without music) , ballet, dance and

The felt necessities of the time, the
prevalent moral and political theories
intuitions of public policy, avowed '
or unconscious, even the prejudices
w hich judges share with their fellowmen, have had a good deal more to
do than the syllogism in determining
the rules by which men should be
governed . (Page 1) .
The Common Law has changed a
good deal since the beginning of our
series of reports, and the search after
a theory which may now be said to
prevail is very much a study of tendencies . (Page 2).
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choral performances, concerts, recitals, operas, exhibitions, readings,
motion pictures, television, radio,
and tape and sound recordings. It
also includes any other artistic activity which meets standards approved
by the National Endowment for the
Arts (established by sec. 5).
1965 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News
3191.

The preference of legal scriveners for which is not entirely
irrational. Legal discourse presents a number of situations in
which that is confusing because
one does not know until one has
read further whether it is being
used as a relative pronoun or as a
conjunction. Consider the following sentences:

No sensible person can embrace the belief that
Falwell is promoting.
Too many liberals are misled
by the assertion that Riegle
makes about foreign imports.
What we need is a law that
anyone carrying a gun
can rely on.
Each of these sentences would be
less confusing if that were
replaced by which.
This is not to say that the exorcism of whiches has no place. It is
a good rule for freshman composition. Freshmen writing about
their summer vacations should
be blue-penciled if they write,
"The homer which I hit won the
games," or "I gave him a kiss
which he won't forget." Naturally, students whose favorite
whiches were exorcised from their
freshman themes relish their next
opportunity to exorcise a professor's which es from a law review
submission.
One way to meet the exorcists
is match them on their own
ground, technicality for technicality. A little research will reveal
that the modem preference for
2

that over which was promulgated
by Henry Fowler, editor of the
Oxford English Dictionary and
author of The King's English. The
latter source devotes two pages to
exceptions to the normal preference (5th ed., 1931, pp. 93-94).
Sheridan Baker of the Michigan
English faculty is a contemporary
advocate of the preference who
also allows some deviations (The
Practical Stylist, 5th ed., 1981,
p. 75). A lawyer who has mastered circumvention of the
hearsay rule should have no trouble fitting his sentence into an
exception to the that-which
preference.
Besides citing exceptions, one
can argue that the preference for
that is inapplicable. In nondefining (" descriptive") clauses, the
exorcists reverse their preference.
Safire would write (if he believed
it), "The Helms amendment,
which forbids abortions, should
be aborted." (The clause, "which
forbids abortions," is nondefining
because it is not essential to the
meaning. "Helms" identifies the
amendment in question.) Since
the preference for that applies
only to defining clauses, an editor
cannot tell whether to require
that or which until after determining whether the clause is defining
or nondefining. This may be a
challenging question in itself.
One would be surprised if any
considerable number of people
who write to convey meaning,
rather than to accommodate
instructors and editors, would
adhere to a preference so elaborately circumscribed. If we want
to know what good writers do, in
contrast to what tutors prescribe,
we may tum to the Dictionary
of Contemporary American Usage
by Bergen and Cornelia Evans
(1957, pages 505-506) and find the
following:
It is sometimes claimed that the
relative pronoun that must be used in

a defining clause that is essential to
the meaning of a statement, as in he
was a bold man that first ate an oyster;
and that who or which is required
in a clause that is merely descriptive,
as in he ·was a strange man, who cared
for nothing. Clauses of the first kind
are called defining, restrictive, or
explanatory. Clauses of the second
kind are called descriptive, additive,
or resumptive.
The distinction between restrictive
that and descriptive which or who
is an invention of the grammarians
and a very recent one. Fowler, who
recommends it, says, "it would be
idle to pretend that it is the practice
either of most or of the best writers."
What is not the practice of most, or
of the best, is not part of our common language. In actual practice,
which is not often used in a defining
clause today, but it may be. In the
King James Bible, the woman who
lost a silver piece and then found it,
says: I have found the piece which I
had lost. Twentieth century translators
altered this sentence but felt no need
to change the defining which to that,
and wrote I have found the coin which
I had lost . ...
Anyone who likes to do so may
limit his own that's to defining
clauses. But he must not read this
distinction into other men's writing,
and he must not expect his readers to
recognize it in his own.

We should not reproach rhetoricians for trying to impose a rule
upon the anarchy of that-which
choices. Like OSHA administrators, they only want to save other
humans from the burden of
choice. By 1984, Orwell predicted,
there will be no choices left. But
let us, fellow scriveners, defend
the last of our vestigial liberties,
the freedom of whichcraft!

Professor Conard retired from active
teaching duties last year. As this
essay manifests, he continues his
prodigious work as a scrivener.
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Tallyho
The search for a perfect faculty room is complete
by Alice Marshall Williams

Elegant is one word for it;
eclectic is another. The ambience
of the new Faculty Common
Room, completed in December of
last year, cannot, however, be
readily evoked in terms of decoration. It is an eminently civilized
and uniquely comfortable gathering place that contributes to the
ongoing intellectual life of the
faculty, a room that personifies
many of the special qualities of
the Michigan Law School as an
institution . It looks as if it might
have been fitted out in 1933 with
the rest of Hutchins Hall.
The design of the new room
was dictated by the architecture,
which meant that it was destined
to be a most un -common room
indeed . The space, which in the

1930s was built as the first faculty
library, will be remembered by
many alumni as Room 350 of
Hutchins Hall, the Faculty/Law
Review Library crammed with
carrels and cluttered with tiers of
metal bookstacks .
In 1980 the Capital Improvements Committee recognized that
Room 350, with its one-and-ahalf-story vaulted ceiling and
dramatic Gothic windows, could
become a room of e ceptional
character and distinction . There
was no doubt that it would be
more centrally located for the
faculty , and definitely more
uplifting, than the Faculty Lounge
then in the basement of the old
library in what had been a cloak
room under the stairs . Private

Th e Common Room "round tab/ ": a pla e to chat with colleagues or peru se th e
morning newspapers.

Ma rk Hampton, designer of the Faculty
Common Room , relaxes in one of the
chairs which passed muster.

funds for restoration and refurbishing were available from the
bequest of Julian A. Wolfson,
LLB '09 , who firmly believed that
the faculty's physical environment
was critical to its self-image and
its pride in the institution.
It was a unique opportunity.
"We thought it important to the
life and vitality of the faculty ,"
said one professor, " to create an
appropriate place that would promote intellectual interchange, a
sense of community and shared
purpose, a room largely for conversation, but also for meetings
and occasionally for receptions ."
Its purpose was " to pull the faculty together, affecting all of us
and our successors, and leaving
its imprint more on us than we
on it. "
But the blending of architecture
and interior design into a room
which would enhance camaraderie and good conversation was
not achieved with a purchase
order and a mere troke of the
pen. The Committee launched a
3
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search for an outstanding decorator-architect. They finally selected
Mark Hampton, a prominent
New York interior designer whose
impeccable taste had won him a
wide reputation for doing historic
decoration and traditional design
with verve and style. Serendipitously, Hampton was one of the
Law School's own; he attended
the Michigan Law School in the
early 1960s, at a point when he
was not yet certain of his calling.
Hampton had fond memories
of the Law School. "I sketched
constantly during Torts and Property," he laughed, "filling all my
notebooks with drawings, until at
the end of the year my career
direction was clear." He remembered the space well; he was
intrigued by its possibilities; he
understood intuitively that the
design should have a flavor and
style that would complement the
original Law School complex; and
he was willing to work in innovative and generous ways with the
Committee and the University
to limit the cost.
Hampton made a flying visit
from New York to see the space
and hear the Committee's tentative ideas . With a practiced eye
and the ability to sketch while
others talked, he drew rapidly as
he looked and listened, then presented his ideas and drawings
on the spot. The scheme was bold
and ingenious in its simplicity:
to create a symmetrical room by
building a wall down one side,
thus making a corridor to connect
Hutchins to the Legal Research
Library. Balanced ceiling vaults
would be added to frame the big
Gothic window. Furnishings,
Hampton suggested, could transform this large space into a "cosy,
pipe-smoking sort of room," even
for those who don't smoke pipes.
The Committee was
impressed-and relieved . Clearly
Hampton was the man for the
job. He understood this sort of
4
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commission; he would propose
nothing that was theatrical, offer
no fussy or e pensive surprises.
Happily, his proposal was the
only one which came in under
budget.
Hampton suggested that a huge
pedimented dark oak bookcase
that already stood in the room be
a point of departure for the
design. He and the Committee set
about finding and refurbishing

A magnificent two-story Gothic window
dominates the room.

other pieces of fumi ture and
accessories that had been made
for the original Law School buildings fifty years ago. Tables, desks,
and brass lamps were brought to
light from closets, anterooms, and
faculty offices-and even diplomatically borrowed from the
office of the Dean. Hampton's
unerring eye recognized that a
green-shaded desk lamp stored in
a professor's closet was an Emerali te, now a collector's item, and
he asked if there were others.
Although every library carrel once
was lit by an Emeralite, the Committee turned up only the two

s
now on the writing desks along
the wall of the Common Room.
As the plans evolved, Hampton
set the tone, making confident
decisions with broad brush
strokes: dark red walls, large
stuffed sofas, easy chairs. He
relied on the judgment and follow-through of Professor Joseph
Vining, chairman of the Capital
Improvements Committee. Comfort was always their deciding
factor, and together they sat in
possible easy chairs in studios all
over New York before ordering
the furniture. Vining, in tum,
leaned on Henrietta Slote, the
Law School's versatile and
unflappable administrative manager, who handled myriad details
and ran interference with suppliers, craftspeople, and the
University.
From the beginning, everyone
involved caught the spirit of the
venture, customizing their way of
doing things. When the elevators
and stairways proved difficult
for transporting drywall, the engineers opted for doing the walls
with blocks and plaster, hauling
materials up through the Gothic
windows with ropes-at no extra
cost. Debris was trundled discreetly down in the elevators by
the wheelbarrow-load. And time
and again workmen chose to
repair or reclaim existing fittings
rather than destroy them and
order something new.
As central to the design scheme
as the Gothic window and
vaulted ceiling is a large Brussels
Game Park Tapestry from the 16th
century, one of three given to
the Law School by William W.
Cook in the 1930s. The tapestry,
stored away and badly in need of
cleaning and repair, was a distinctive treasure which ought to
be displayed.
Arranging for its transportation
to New York and its restoration
there took Henrietta Slote into the
world of fabric conservateurs.

B

She rejected the approach of the
"old school," a tapestry restorer
who advocated treating it with
rough affection, soap, and vacuum cleaners, in favor of the
gloved approach of Rebecca Venable of the "curatorial school."
The tapestry was rolled in acidfree paper; it was washed in distilled water in a "wet studio" in
Brooklyn, and then its previous
unstable repairs were painstak-
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quipped, ''I see it-and maybe
old Cook did, too-as an allegory
of legal scholarship. The hunters
in the background are law professors, earnestly searching for
Something. They can't seem to
find it-possibly because it is so
obvious, right there in front of
them, larger than life.''
While the tapestry is the decorative focus, the actual focus of
the Faculty Common Room, and

A Brussels Game Park Tapestry, donated by William Cook in the 1930 , ha
appropriate home in the room.

ingly replaced in an atelier in
Manhattan.
The huge tapestry, washed and
blocked, its warps and weft
rela ed, now hangs on a wall
above a long sofa. Its rusty reds,
greens, and browns are echoed in
the colors Hampton chose for the
room. Its fanciful subject may
even hold an oblique metaphor
for the law faculty: a hyena and
her cubs face down a snarling
lynx with the markings of a peacock, while hunters on horseback
and on foot race about in the
background. One professor

the ymbol of it raison d 'etre,
is a round table planted in the
center of an alcove in front of a
large window. It embodies an
important tradition carried forward from the old faculty lounge,
for it has been suggested that
the supportiveness , commonality,
and sense of community that
characterize the Michigan law
faculty coalesced at that first
round table . Hampton devised a
way of using a Gothic pedestal
from one of the old Library Reading Room tables, cutting its long
oak top into moon-shaped pieces,

s
and fashioning it all into a new
round table imbued with
tradition.
Deciding the optimum size for
the table was the kind of detail
that Hampton wisely left to the
faculty committee. Should the
diameter be smaller so that
groups would gather elsewhere in
the room? Should it be larger to
accommodate more colleagues?
The lawyers approached the question cautiously, examined it
pragmatically, and resolved it on
the basis of precedent. After sitting around cardboard circles
of different sizes, they reached
consensus: the table was to be of
exactly the same diameter as the
previous one which had worked
so well.
The faculty agrees, too, that the
new Common Room, every corner of it, works well. Someone
has compared it to a lovingly
used tweed coat, one with a fit
that moves with the wearer and a
pattern that mellows and
improves over time. Very much
part of the collegial life of the
faculty, the room conveys a sense
of the Law School's long and
lively history. Its distinctive quality seems to come from the
congruence of many things: the
vaulted space; the light that flows
in through Gothic windows; the
groupings of sofas and chairs,
inviting in a way we never
thought furniture could be again;
the books and magazines; the
round table conducive to conversation. It is a grand room put
together with lasting taste and
style, without pretentiousness. It
revitalizes the Law School's heritage and provides a place and a
conte t for the faculty to live in
the present and look into the
future as well.

Alice Marshall Williams is an Ann
Arbor writer who ha a close connection to the Law School.
5
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Would Kingsfield approve?
Small sections make a comeback at the Law School
by Edward Cooper

This fall marked the revival of
small section instruction for firstyear students at the Law School.
Small sections were offered for
a few years in the past, but were
abandoned more than a decade
ago in face of staffing problems.
Under the current program, every
first-year student will take a single course for one semester in a
group of 24. Their other courses
will be taken in traditional sections of close to a hundred
students. Constitutional law also
has been restored to the first
year, and the civil procedure
course has been split into two
separate offerings. These changes
represent one more step in the
evolution of a curriculum that
continually changes in small
ways, producing substantial
growth in a fashion that is usually cumulative, seldom
revolutionary.
The story of the new first-year
program really begins with the
report of a long-range curriculum
committee chaired by Professor
Joseph Sax several years ago. One
of the recommendations to
emerge from the committee was
that we should study the possibility of identifying formal
sequences of upperclass courses,
to be capped by the development
of new courses that would draw
together and apply the lessons
learned during the sequence.
Traditional courses in procedure,
evidence, and trial practice, for
example,. might be followed by an
intensive advocacy course.
Succeeding curriculum committees examined this recommen dation but concluded with regret
that it was not practicable for
6

the present. A meaningful program would have required the
development of many new
courses, regular offering of
sequence courses that we have
not always been able to staff, and
even significant changes in the
school calendar. The cost simply
proved beyond our means. For
the time being, the upper-level
curriculum has been left to grow
in the ordinary fashion, with new
courses emerging in the areas of
student and faculty interest and
old courses changing to meet new
needs.
Once it had been determined
that we could not make dramatic
changes in the second- and thirdyear curriculum, later committees
turned to the first year. One
change decided upon was the
restoration of the introductory
course in .constitutional law to the
first year. Ten years ago, constitutional law was a two-hour, firstyear course. The instructors asked
that it be expanded to three
hours; at the time, there was no
room for a three-hour course in
the first year, and it was made an
upper-level course. Eventually it
grew to four hours. Many members of the faculty, however, have
urged that it be restored to the
first year.
At least two major arguments
were advanced. One was that
constitutional law, for better or
worse, has become a fundamental
building block of legal analysis
in the same way that property,
contract, and tort concepts have
been for centuries. The other was
that first-year students should
spend more time on the broad
public roles of the law. Room was

s
made for constitutional law by
reducing the civil procedure
course to four hours, and adding
a new three-hour, upper-level
course in civil procedure.
Between the two courses, civil
procedure now has seven hours,
where it had enjoyed but five
or six.
The overall first-year curriculum has four courses each
semester. In the fall, each section
of the first-year class has a fourhour course in criminal law,
another in torts, and a third in
civil procedure. In addition, three
hours are devoted to half of the
introductory course in contracts or
half of that in property. In the
winter, each section completes
three more hours of the contracts
or property course commenced
in the fall, devotes five hours to a
complete course in either property or contracts, and has a fourhour course in constitutional law.
The winter program also includes
a single elective course, chosen
from among a narrow range of
topics that have been selected to
add different perspectives to the
first-year experience.
We have many hopes for the
small section program that was
added at the same time. Teachers
will be able to experiment with
teaching methods and materials
that do not work in traditional
sections of nearly a hundred. At
times the result may be that
course coverage is reduced, so
that fewer or different topics can
be studied in greater depth. At
times the result will be that the
same topics are studied from different perspectives. Some changes
may arise from closer integration
of the small section courses with
the first-year writing program.
For many years, the instructors in
the writing program have been
"senior judges" drawn from the
third-year class. Each senior judge
has been assigned to a case club
of fifteen or sixteen students.
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Associate Dean Edward Cooper leads a small section class on civil procedure, one of several subjects offered this way.

Beginning this fall, the case clubs
will be reduced to groups of
twelve; each small section will
comprise two case clubs . We
expect that case club assignments
often will be integrated with the
work of the small sections . Some
teachers may choose to use the
case dubs as vehicles for teaching
subjects that are not covered in
class at all; others may prefer
to have students delve deeper
into topics introduced in class .
Less tangible benefits also are
e pected from the small sections .
Some students find it difficult
to participate in discussion of
challenging legal questions before
an audience of a hundred gifted
colleagues. For all students,
opportunities to participate are
limited by sheer numbers. Small
groups will provide far more
opportunities to become
involved, and a more comfortable
setting. Students who become
engaged in active dialogue in this
setting may carry the benefit
through the balance of law school
and even beyond . Priore perience suggests that the benefits of
this experience will not be mea-

For students in mall ection there is a
greater ense of dialogue and active
participation .

ured bye amination
performance but are very real.
The mall section program is
e pen ive. It costs twelve upperlevel courses and seminars-the
full teaching load that can be
a sumed by three faculty members-to make sixteen small
section flower where four large
section had grown. We must
find more teachers who are willing to commit themselves to firstyear subjects; for a while, it may
be necessary to attract visitors
to help staff our program. Other
major sch ols have adopted small
sections, however, and have concluded that the costs are

warranted. Yale, Duke, and Berkeley are among the schools with
well-developed programs; Harvard is beginning to provide
small sections to part of its firstyear class .
Time will be needed to define
fully the course that small section
instruction will follow at Michigan. The benefits will be hard to
measure in any clear way. Yet if
students prove as enthusiastic
about the experience as we hope,
there will be no doubt that their
enthusiasm alone is proof
enough. The other changes in the
first year are of course temporary.
Adjustments are made every few
years and will continue to be
made. Our goal is no more than
to adopt the best program in light
of current needs and capacities
and to establish the best foundations for the ne t steps.

Professor Coop er is Associate Dean
of the La w School and an authority
on federal procedure. Many alumni
will remember his father , Professor
Frank Cooper, who was on the faculty from 1947 to 1968.
7
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Pro bono publico
Michigan law students support each other
by H. Mark Stiebel

Idealism and public spiritedness are important factors in
many young people's decision to
apply to law school. Too often,
the financial obligations which
students take on in the course of
their legal education make it
almost impossible for them to
accept low-paying jobs in public
interest law, either during the
summer or immediately after
graduation. Students often find,
furthermore, that permanent public interest law jobs are scarce
and often go only to applicants
with significant relevant
experience.
A successful program at the
Law School testifies to student
awareness of this problem and to
the vitality of student idealism,
even among those who plan to
enter private practice. In 1978, a
group of Michigan law students
sought to provide fellow students
interested in public service and
public interest law with the
opportunity to work for public
interest organizations during the
summer. They raised $3,095 in
pledges from the law school community and subsidized five
public interest jobs. The Student
Funded Fellowship (SFF) program
was born.
Michigan was one of the first
law schools to have such a program. Today, Michigan's program
is one of the most successful.
Last spring SFF received $131700
in pledges and subsidized twelve
jobs.
SFF's founders had three broad
goals for the organization: to
complement the Law School's
curriculum by giving students an
opportunity to explore career
8

options in public interest law, to
assist the legal profession in its
duties to make legal counsel
available and improve the legal
system, and to provide an example for others to follow. SFF has
met these goals. Sixty students
have received fellowships since
the program was founded; several
have pursued public interest law
careers after graduation. Those
sixty students have worked for
fifty-one different organizations
and agencies. These organizations
and agencies run the gamut from
public defenders' offices to prosecutors' offices, from legal services
offices providing individual counseling to organizations solely
engaged in structural litigation.
Furthermore, several leading law
schools have used Michigan's SFF
program as a model in instituting
similar programs.
The Student Funded Fellowship
program is run by a student
board. Any law student who is
willing to work on the annual
fund drive and is not going to
apply for a fellowship is welcome
on the board.
The annual SFF fund drive
begins in February. Each law student who has a summer job is
asked to pledge part of his or her
summer income to SFF. This past
year nearly 300 students pledged.
Student pledges ranged from $5
to $300 and totalled $11,982; the
average student pledge was
$46.13. Since 1981 some recent
alumni and friends of Professor
David Chambers have also
pledged to SFF. Their annual contributions have totaled
approximately $2,500.
After the fund drive ends in

s
March, the SFF Board solicits
fellowship applications. The eligibility requirements for receiving
a fellowship are as follows:
1. The applicant must be a
first- or second-year University of
Michigan law student.
2. The applicant must be willing to work full time for at least
ten weeks for a public interest or
public service organization during
the summer.
3. The applicant's job must use
his or her legal skills. SFF will
not fund students who plan to
engage in lobbying or political
campaign work.
4. The applicant's income from
all work-related sources other
than SFF must not exceed $200
per week.
Each applicant is responsible
for securing his or her own job.
SFF' s goal is to then raise the
total income of every eligible
applicant to $200 per week for a
ten-week summer. For example, if
a student has an offer of a public
interest job that includes an $800
stipend for the entire summer,
SFF treats the stipend as a weekly
salary of $80. SFF's goal is to augment such a student's income by
$120 per week, or by $1,200 for a
ten-week summer.
This year thirty-one eligible
students applied for fellowships.
As in past years, the SFF Board
was not able to fund every eligible applicant at the full level.
Instead, the Board had to tum
away nineteen deserving applicants. Furthermore, SFF was
unable to raise any of the twelve
successful applicants' total summer incomes to $200 per week.
SFF's inability to reach its
funding goal was not the result of
lack of support from the law
school community. In fact, SFF
had a record fundraising year.
The inability was the product of a
weak economy and severe government cutbacks. Almost every
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privately funded public interest
org nization has een it revenue decline during the last few
years. Likewise, most publicly
funded agencies and organization , most notably those funded
by the Legal Services Corporation, have suffered severe
funding cutbacks. Most of these
organizations have slashed or
eliminated salaries for summer
law clerks. Consequently, both
the number of students applying
for fellowships this year and the
needs of individual applicants
were greater than ever before.
This spring an ad hoc group of
students came together to study
ways to improve public interest
placement op portunities for Mich-
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igan law students. They
recognized that a student is often
unable to find a permanent public
interest job unless he or she has
prior experience in the field, and
that SFF has been successful in
providing law students with the
opportunity to gain such experience during the summer.
However, the group also concluded that SFF must grow to
meet present-day challenges.
Therefore, the group has decided
to ask law firms who interview
Michigan law students to assist
SFF. Contributions from individuals are also most welcome. They
should be sent to SFF, The University of Michigan Law School,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 .

s
Justice Harlan F. Stone, in his
1934 Law Quadrangle dedication
address, stressed the role of law
schools in strengthening "the
public influence of the bar."
Stone, a former law professor and
dean at Columbia, urged law
teachers to take the lead in "discharging the public duties which
rest on the profession as a
whole." Today, Michigan law
students, in supporting SFF, are
themselves taking the lead in this
quest.

H. Mark Stichel graduated from the
Law School in 1982. He was Chairman of the Board of SFF in 1982-83.

The SFF record
During the pa t i year , 60 SFF
recipients have held summer job
with the following organization :
ACLU Children's Rights Divi ion, New
York, NY
ACLU of Northern California,
San Francisco, CA
ACLU of Wa hington, Seattle, WA
ACLU Reproductive Right Project, ew
York, NY
ACLU Women' Right Project, New
York, NY
Alaska Legal Service , Anchorage, AK
Asociaci6n Pro Servicio ociale , Laredo ,
T
Atlanta Urban Corps-ACLU , Atlanta ,
GA
Berrien County Pro ecutor' Office ,
St. Jo eph , MI
Brooklyn Legal Service , Brooklyn, NY
Centro de Servicios Legale Para Immigrante , Chicago , IL
City of Cleveland Pro ecutor' Office,
Cleveland, OH
C nnecticut Fund for the Environment,
New Haven, CT
Connecticut Legal Service , New London,
CT
Con umer Federation of America ,
Wa hington, DC
El Pa o Legal A i tance Society, El Pa o,
TX

Environmental Defense Fund,
a hington, DC
Family Law Project, Ann Arbor, MI
Fann Labor Organizing Commi ttee
(FLOC), Toledo, OH
Feminist Legal Service , Ann Arbor, Ml
Gay Right
ational Lobb ,
Wa hington , DC
Greater Bo ton Legal Service ,
Boston, MA
Houghton County Pro ecutor' Office,
Houghton , MI
In titute for Public Representation ,
Wa hington , DC
entucky Attorney General' Office,
Con umer Protection Divi ion ,
Frankfort, K
King County Di trict Attorney' Office,
New ork, Y
Legal Services for the Elder! Poor, New
ork, N
Legal Service of Ea tern Michigan ,
Flint, MI
Me ican-American Legal Defen e Fund
(MALDEF) , San Antonio, TX
Michigan Indian Legal Service , Traver e
City, MI
Michigan Legal Service , Detroit , MI
Michigan Protection and Advocacy for
Di abled Children, Lan ing, Ml
NAACP Legal Defen e Fund , New
York , N
NAACP Legal Defense Fund ,
Wa hington, DC

ational Center for Youth Law, San
Franci co , CA
ew Guilford County Public Defender'
Office, Greensboro, NC
ew Hampshire Legal Assi tance ,
Port mouth, NH
ew York Attorney General's Office , New
York, NY
ew York County District Attorney's
Office , New York, NY
ew York Department of Environmental
Con ervation , ew York, NY
Northwe t Labor and Employment Office ,
Seattle, WA
Philadelphia Di trict Attorney's Office ,
Philadelphia, PA
Trial Lawyers for Public Ju tice,
Washington, DC
United States Attorney for the Di trict of
Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR
Upper Peninsula Legal Services , Sault
Ste . Marie, MI
Washtenaw County Juvenile Court , Ann
Arbor, MI
Washtenaw County Public Defender'
Office , Ann Arbor, Ml
Western Michigan Environmental Action
Council , Grand Rapid , MI
Women' Equity Action League,
Wa hington, DC
Women ' Justice Center, Wa hington, DC
Youth and Policy Law Center,
Madi on , WI
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Faculty retirements
D Luke K. Cooperrider, Professor
of Law, retired from active faculty
status this spring after more than
30 years of dedicated service to the
University and the Law School.
Professor Cooperrider earned a
B.A . from Harvard College and
a J.D. from The University of
Michigan. He was a member of
the class of 1948, which celebrated its thirty-fifth reunion this
spring . Following his graduation
from the Law School, he practiced
law in Cleveland before joining
the faculty of the Law School in
1952 .
Professor Cooperrider was one
among that small group of faculty
members upon whom great universities depend, those who
devote countless hours to ensuring the reality of faculty
governance. Over the years, he
served in the Senate Assembly
and as a member of the Tenure
Committee, the Research Policy
Committee, and the Budget Priorities Committee . Perhaps most
importantly, he served as Chairman of the Board in Control of
Student Publications during the
troubled years of the late 1960s
and early 1970s. To each of these
positions, and to a much larger
number of assignments within
the Law School, Professor Cooperrider brought an incisive mind,
careful judgment, and a deep
understanding of the values of
academic life .
Professor Cooperrider earned
the respect of his colleagues and
students as a man learned in the
law, one whose knowledge and
understanding were far broader
than the particular fields-torts,
evidence, and restitution-that
were his specialties. A dedicated
teacher, he has devoted much
of his time during the last years
of his active career on the faculty
to directing and significantly
10

Luke Coop errider

Eric Stein

strengthening the School's vitally
important Writing and Advocacy
Program.
Professor Cooperrider and his
wife Virginia are now residing in
Arizona .
□

Eric Stein, Hessel E. Yntema
Professor of Law, retired from
active faculty status as of May 31,
1983 . A scholar of international
renown, Professor Stein has
added great distinction to the
Law School's program in international legal studies.
Professor Stein has taken as his
province two of the grand themes
of current international affairsfirst, disarmament and weapons
control, especially nuclear weapons control, and second, the law
governing international business
transactions . He authored or co-

s
authored five major books on
international law and has published scores of scholarly articles .
Professor Stein holds law
degrees from Charles University
in Prague and from The University of Michigan, as well as
honorary doctoral degrees from
the two free Universities of
Brussels . He practiced law in
Prague and later served on the
staff of the Department of State in
this country and on the United
States delegation to the United
Nations General Assembly. He
has continued to serve in a number of advisory and consulting
roles with the Department of
State since joining the Law School
faculty in 1955.
Professor Stein also served as a
consultant to the United States
Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency. He is an associate member of the International Academy
of Comparative Law in Paris, a
member of the prestigious Council on Foreign Relations, the
International Law Association,
and numerous other professional
associations in this country and
abroad. Professor Stein has
served on the Board of Editors of
the American Journal of International Law and many other legal
publications.
He has lectured widely in the
United States and Europe. In
1971, he was the Carnegie
Endowment Lecturer in International Law at the Hague Academy
of International Law. Last year,
he received the Alexander von
Humboldt Stifting award and was
a Visiting Research Scholar at the
Max-Planck-Institutes in Hamburg and Heidelberg.
As scholar, teacher, professional, and co-director of the Law
School's program in International
Legal Studies, Professor Stein
has displayed extraordinary scope
and vision, fostering a truly
global perspective in his students
and the Law School community.

